• Invest in Capacity. The employment and training System has been among the most unstable of domestic Service Systems.  It needs a stable base of federal support and a Professional constituency to do its Job.
8  Incremental Expansion.  The employment and training system has been buffeted by a series of dramatic shifts in policy since it was established. New policies should be allowed to mature and develop before they are dramatically altered.
None of these principles seems particularly revolutionary, nor particularly "scientific" or counter-intuitive for that matter. But measured by the distance between the conventional wisdom of 1976 and that of 1985, rather than the tenets of social science method, they constitute a profound shift. This shift is attributable largely to t fact that YEDPA focused the attention of researchers, practitioners, and policy makers for a time on connecting practice with policy.
Another indication of the influence of Knowledge development is t general perception among policy staff and their bosses that the YIEPE demonstration, the largest and most visible of the Knowledge developir activities, was successful. Most staff cite the findings of the MDRC reports on entitlement äs evidence that well-designed and well-manage programs can have an impact on high-risK youths, that despite start-u difficulties in some settings it is possible to mount a program based on the entitlement principle, that requiring youths to manifest certa commitments and competencies äs a condition of support is worKable, a that educational institutions must modify their programs to maKe the entitlement principle worK.
The fact that the entitlement demonstration did not lead to a full-scale national program, is not troubling to most insiders. Nat Semple, the staff person who had probably a larger staKe in the entitlement demonstration than most, says, "The political realities o 1981 were that you weren't going to get anything through Congress wit the word "entitlement" in it. Also, there was one serious design fla in the entitlement program that required attention: the fact that whe the subsidy ran out, a lot of employers just gave Kids pinK slips.  1 demonstration, though, had effects well beyond the evaluation.  lt legitimized the idea that Standards were fair and effective."
Another view of the influence of Knowledge development comes froir the Brandeis staff, who remain the single repository of Knowledge development products, the main Synthesizers of that evidence, and one of the few organizations created by that process that still exist. Andrew Hahn describes the influence this way.  "Before YEDPA and Knowledge development people who worKed in the youth employment field basically had no common Professional identity. One effect of Knowled development was to put a large infusion of resources behind the creation of a Professional constituency for youth programs. That is the first Step in raising the Standards in the field to the point where, äs in education, you can Start to expect people to perform effectively." Brandeis's current, privately funded worK is training and technical assistance for youth practitioners; the networK they us to deliver these Services is constructed from people and organization involved in YEDPA and the Knowledge development effort.

